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The Use of Formulae in Resource Allocation 
F. WILLIAM SUMMERS 
THEPOSTWAR ERA has seen a significant growth in 
the use of formulae of various kinds to direct the allocation of 
expenditures for a variety of public and private purposes. At the 
national level formulae have been written into legislation to provide for 
the allocation of funds to the states. For example, Library Services and 
Construction Act funds are allocated to the states on the basis of a 
formula written into the act. The  greatest and most widespread use of 
formulae in a library context has been in the appropriation of funds for 
public higher education in a number of states. 
Before discussing the details of formula budgeting it may be 
necessary to provide some definition of the term. In the simplest sense 
formula budgeting is the allocation of resources based upon some 
known o r  assumed relationship between two or  more variables which 
are pertinent to the service to be rendered. For example, a formula 
relating the appropriation of library funds to student enrollment 
obviously assumes that there is a relationship between the number of 
students enrolled and the need for library services. 
Utilizing this definition, many standards-such as those prepared by 
professional units of the American Library Association (ALA)-have 
the elements of formulae. In fact, it could be argued that one of the 
objectives in preparing such standards is that they will be used for the 
purpose of allocating resources. The  ALA Standards for School Media 
Programs provide, for example, "It is recommended that the media 
center have one full-time media specialist for every 250 students, o r  
major fraction thereof."' 
This standard assumes that there is, in fact, some relationship 
between the number of students in the school and the number of 
librarians which should be provided. Standards of this type can be 
found in the statements issued by most of the professional elements of 
the ALA and many other professional bodies. Similar standards are 
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also issued by many state agencies and by regional and specialized 
accrediting agencies. 
In general, with the exception of accrediting agencies, standards o r  
formulae of this type have not had a significant impact upon the 
allocation of resources by governmental agencies. The  reasons for this 
are beyond the scope of this article, but for the most part the bodies 
issuing such standards have not been in a position to bring sanctions 
against those appropriating authorities rvho ignore. or  fail to meet, the 
standards. Further, professional groups issuing quantitative standards 
have not been able to demonstrate that the standards have empirical 
validity; e.g., it has not been possible to demonstrate that children in a 
school which meets the standards cited above learn more or  derive more 
benefit than children in a school which does not meet the standard. 
Regardless of the reason, professionally derived formulae have not 
had significant acceptance as a means of allocating resources for library 
services. Only when failure to meet such standards is linked to the loss 
of something of value-such as accreditation o r  the award of 
grants-have the standards had acceptance, and even in these cases the 
standard has been only grudgingly accepted as a guide for  the 
allocation of resources. 
The development of formulae for the allocation of resources has 
followed a relatively predictable path since the end of World War 11. 
Appropr ia t ing  bodies faced with demands  f rom burgeoning 
institutions of all kinds have increasingly sought more objective 
determinations of need and justification of expenditures. For the last 
quarter-century a readily available justification has been an increase in 
the work load of the organization requesting additional funds. 
Increases of students, users, persons to be served, have been translated 
into the need for additional or  sustained appropriations. In many cases 
these increasingly specific and objective justifications have become the 
formulae used by the appropriating agency to detail the amount of 
dollars which should be made available for the given factor. 
This tendency has had its greatest development in the field of public 
higher education. Faced with rapidly growing enrollments in 
frequently competing institutions, appropriating bodies (usually 
legislative) have demanded that the allocation process be made more 
rational and that some basis for adjudicating claims of competing 
institutions be provided. A variety of advantages are claimed for 
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allocations based upon a formula. In  one of the few monographs to 
appear on the subject, Miller suggests the following advantages: 
1. 	A reduction in the paper work in the budgeting process will result. 
2. 	 A simple formula will eliminate extraneous details which cloud 
issues. 
3. 	Comparisons between institutions are facilitated. 
4. 	 Comparisons from year to year are facilitated. 
5.  	The  term formula connotes an air of mathematical infallibili t~.~ 
Formulae are not limited to use in higher education. One  of the most 
common and long-established uses has been in the allocation of state 
funds to local school districts. The  amounts of resources to be so 
allocated are determined in several states by the number of students 
registered and attending school in the given district. A number of these 
formulae use the average daily attendance to determine the grant. In  
many states these formulae are adjusted to provide an "equalization" 
element which seeks to insure that the poorer districts of the state are 
not seriously disadvantaged and are able to offer an  educational 
program meeting a minimum level specified by the state. In a few 
states, funds for library services in schools are earmarked and allocated 
according to the same formula. 
Similarly, in a number of states grants for public library services are 
distributed to local libraries based upon some formula. In  many cases 
there is simply a per-capita grant based upon the most recent census o r  
some official estimate of current population. These grants are  also 
frequently based on a formula which contains some element designed 
to provide equalization, so that poorer areas are not penalized and  are 
aided in reaching a level of funding thought necessary to provide basic 
services. Equalization formulae are based upon a number of criteria 
and frequently require the local government to make a maximum legal 
effort before equalization applies. Since the reapportionment of state 
legislatures has resulted in greater representation for urban areas 
there has been a gradual shift away from equalization efforts in favor 
of per capita grants, based on  the theory that the state should provide 
no greater aid to a citizen in one area than in another. 
As noted earlier, the most extensive use of formulae in the allocation 
of resources has been in the state support of public higher education. 
T h e  remainder of this article will discuss this development and  its 
implications for library services. 
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During the period 1948-54, formula budgeting made its appearance 
in six states: Indiana, California, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico and 
Kentucky. Subsequently, beginning about 1957, formulae were 
developed in Florida, Colorado, Mississippi and Tennessee. At least 
eight other states have used formula-like devices; these are Alabama, 
Georgia, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Washington and 
FVisconsin. Subsequent to 1963, formulae have been developed in 
Iowa, Nebraska and Utah, and in many other states as well.3 It is 
difficult to determine exactly how many states use formula budgeting. 
In some cases the formulae are employed in the appropriations process 
based upon statistical data provided by the institutions. In others the 
budgets submitted by institutions are prepared using formulae 
prescribed by the state budgeting agency, or  by a commission on higher 
education or  some similar body. In a report issued by the Carnegie 
Commission in 1972, it was indicated that approximately one-third of 
all public institutions used some form of Planning, Programming, 
Budgeting System (PPBS) and it rvould be logical to conclude that 
virtually all of these relied upon formulae to at least some e ~ t e n t . ~  It 
\\,auld probably also be fair to assume that at least one-half of the states 
now utilize formulae to some degree in the allocation of resources to 
higher education. 
A significant and frequently discussed formula used in allocating 
funds for academic libraries is the Clapp-Jordan formula proposed in 
1965. This early formula illustrates one of the problems frequently 
arising in fhrmula development: it relies upon experience in libraries 
to derive the recommended levels of materials." A similar difficulty is 
reported in Axford's account of efforts to develop a formula for library 
services in F l ~ r i d a . ~  
The  problem of basing formulae upon experience or  past history 
presents serious difficulties. Current and recent budget levels in 
institutions are often the product of a variety of factors, very few of 
~vhichare objective. To reflect past decisions into a formula will serve to 
a degree to perpetuate current differences or  inequities. Institutions 
also vary in terms of the priority of local objectives. The  primary 
objection to experience-based formulae is the fact that current  
conditions may not be a guide to conditions which ought to exist. If 
library service has been underfunded, and most librarians at least 
~vould feel that it has, experience-based formulae will perpetuate such 
inequities. 
As Axford suggests, "any system-wide approach to library budgeting 
becomes immediately involved in the political struggle of the 'haves' 
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and 'have nots' for the limited resources available, and budgetary 
realities are lost in a welter of parochial interest^."^ 
An alternative to using experience as a guide in the development of 
formulae is to make an effort to determine objectively what the budget 
of a library or  an institution "ought" to be. Obviously, such a task is 
enormously difficult. Institutions, especially complex ones, are 
comprised of a large number of interest groups, and each of these 
groups is certain to have very fixed convictions about its proper degree 
of support. When many institutions are involved, the problem becomes 
even more complex. During the course of this study the author has 
been privileged to examine the comments of the presidents of the 
institutions in a single state on proposed changes in the state's formula. 
It was clear that each of these officers commented from the viewpoint 
of his particular institution and stressed those factors which were 
peculiar to or  of significance in that institution. Not only did the 
presidents differ on the details of the formula but each ofthem felt that 
it should contain elements which would benefit his particular 
institution or  type of i n s t i t u t i~n .~  
It might be expected that the standards of relevant professional 
organizations would provide a guide for the preparation of formulae 
in the various states. As far as could be determined only one state, 
Flordia, has used the ALA standards in the preparation ofits formula, 
and in this case the standards were modified. Here the formula uses 
the standards as a guide and leaves to the budgeting authorities the 
decision of what proportion of the recommendations will be funded.!' 
At least one state, South Carolina, recognizes that a formula may not 
adequately respond to outside pressures such as accreditation bodies, 
and permits institutions to request funds in addition to those provided 
by the  formula to bring library collections u p  to minimum 
accreditation standards.1° It is quite likely that other states also respond 
to the demands of accrediting agencies, either by special provision o r  
by permitting agencies facing demands from accrediting agencies 
which are not covered by the formula to request additional special 
appropriations. 
The  state of Washington has utilized the Clapp-Jordan formula, with 
some alterations, as the basis for funding its libraries. The  University of 
California formula for staffing was also utilized in Washington. In 
attempting to apply the Washington formula in Florida, Axford 
reported that it produced increments in resources and staffwhich were 
believed to be politically unwise and impractical, and the formula was 
modified to fit the perceived political circumstances." 
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The problem of adjusting the formula to political realities appears to 
be a very real one and may eventually eliminate the value of formula 
budgeting. Frequently the legislature will agree to fund a percentage 
of the costs generated by the formula. Since the formula is usually 
developed in the executive branch, the legislative body normally does 
not alter the formula to fit the circumstances, but instead provides 
something less than 100 percent of the funds called for by the formula. 
Some legislative bodies have, however, directed that portions of the 
formula be restudied and revised to bring the results into closer 
conformity with the fiscal capabilities of the state. The  National 
Commission on the Financing of Post-Secondary Education reports: 
"It is true, however, that these budget devices [formulae] a re  
frequently ignored during the appropriations process, when budgets 
are adjusted to reflect the actual amount that the legislatures can or  will 
appropriate."I2 The  process of adjustment involved may obviate one of 
the frequently claimed advantages for formula allocation-the 
elimination of political decision-making in the budget process. 
Formulae are seen as devices for increasing the rationality of the 
budget  process and  eliminating institutional favoritism and  
parochialism. The  degree to n.hich subjectivity can be eliminated 
depends upon a variety of factors and almost all of these factors are 
political in nature or  at least susceptible to some manipulation. 
For example, the elements of a formula may be used to benefit some 
institutions and not others. Institutions which are growing will favor 
recognition of growth factors in formulae, while those which are static 
o r  declining will prefer to base formulae upon elements more 
favorable to their situations. Institutions in rural settings with large 
portions of their students in residence will favor different elements 
than institutions in urban areas with large commuting populations. 
Institutions which engage in extensive public and community service 
activities will want these activities recognized and encouraged in the 
formulae, while those without such activities will want them eliminated 
or  de-emphasized. Institutions with large graduate programs will favor 
a formula which provides higher per-capita amounts for graduate 
students, while those with few or  no graduate students will favor an 
across-the-board approach to student per capita elements in the 
formula. Given these differences, it is not surprising that the 
development and revision of formulae are highly political areas in 
which institutions negotiate with one another and with appropriating 
bodies much as they did in the era of direct appropriations to each 
institution. 
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The  same kinds of processes can be expected to occur in the 
allocation of resources for library materials. Institutions with large 
rare-book holdings, for example, may be expected to insist that 
formulae recognize the unique character of such holdings and their 
atypical cost factor. Institutions without rare-book holdings can be 
expected to downgrade their value and to favor elements which are 
more favorable to their particular circumstances. 
The  claim that formulae can rationalize the allocation process and 
make it  more objective probably cannot be sustained in the face of the 
many differences between institutions and the likelihood that each 
institution will assert the particular array of differences most favorable 
to its case. Appropriating bodies are probably in no better position to 
adjudicate competing claims about the composition and  validity of 
formulae than they were to adjudicate the competing claims for dollars 
in the pre-formula era. It is still quite likely that those institutions with 
the most o r  best-placed supporters in the legislature will d o  better than 
those rvithout such support, and the old rule ofb'them that has gets" will 
prevail except when that rule runs afoul of new political realities such 
as increased urban representation in legislatures. It is predictable that 
urban-based state-supported institutions will d o  better over the next 
several years than will rural-based state-supported institutions simply 
because the former will have far more strength in the legislative 
process than will the latter. Key states in which to observe this 
phenomenon will be Florida, Illinois, North Carolina, Virginia, and 
generally any state in which the system of higher education reached its 
maturity, in terms of the establishment of institutions, rather late. 
Formulae may not eliminate political decision-making from the 
budget process, but it is possible that their use inhibits the effects of 
favoritism. Once a formula is decided upon it is applied in the same way 
to all institutions, which may in the long run  aid institutions without 
s t rong political resources. Th roughou t  discussions of formula 
allocation, there run  claims that the process is more objective and more 
scientific than other methods. This claim is hard to substantiate in view 
of the fact that formulae are born of political environments, are based 
almost always upon the experiences of the past, and  do  not reflect any 
actual measures of need o r  costs. 
It is apparent as one talks to librarians, university presidents and 
fiscal officers, that there is currently some disillusionment with 
formulae allocations. In  evaluating these feelings it must be recalled 
that most formulae Fvere born in an era of unparalleled expansion and 
growth in higher education, when all of the growth curves were 
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upward and when even a grossly drawn formula could be expected to 
produce significant new inputs each year. Higher education, and 
indeed the society as a ~vhole, is clearly no longer in such a situation. 
One is reminded of Galbraith's brilliant analysis of the flaws of financial 
leverage and its fatal attraction in time of growth and equally fatal 
inevitability of downrvard push in time of r ece~s ion . '~  The  same 
formulae which were producing significant growth five years ago are 
in many cases today producing static o r  decreasing budgets. A recent 
study by Baumol and Marcus indicated that professional staffs in 
libraries have declined relative to number of students, numbers of 
volumes held and added, and size of the nonprofessional staff.'"f 
such decreases have occurred during a period of rapid growth, one can 
only conjecture fearfully about the impact of a sustained period of no 
growth or decline. 
If the use of formulae for allocating resources existed alone as an 
isolated phenomenon it is likely that ways would be found to overcome 
their flarvs and to exploit their advantages without great harm to those 
who depend upon them. Unfortunately such is not the case. Formulae 
have been primarily a creation of various centralized state agencies for 
higher education, frequently called commissions on higher education. 
These agencies usually have the overall responsibility for  the 
coordination and control of higher education. Increasingly these 
bodies have moved toward greater and  greater reliance upon 
management information systems designed to provide full reporting 
on all relevant aspects of institutional characteristics and performance. 
These  efforts  have produced demands  for  h igher  levels o f  
"productivity" on the part of faculty, increased space utilization in 
buildings, and a plethora of other measures designed to ensure 
maximum return for each dollar spent. Return has generally been 
measured in terms of increased outputs in a numerical sense, e.g., 
more students taught, a greater percentage of space utilized, etc. 
Libraries in state institutions have been affected, sometimes 
negatively, by these developments. In one state the management 
system produced a recommendation that the various institutions of the 
state should drastically limit the duplication of materials. In another 
the utilization of professional librarians was challenged. The  Baumol 
and Marcus study indicates that library services can be expected to 
demand larger and larger percentages of institutional funds primarily 
because libraries are labor intensive organizations, o r  at least have been 
up until not$-. It is very likely that libraries ~vill come under increased 
pressure to devise perfbrmance criteria and to demonstrate increased 
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"productivity," and the traditional argument that the real value of the 
library cannot be measured is not likely to overcome the pressure to 
measure. A recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education dealt 
exclusively with this issue and reported on an effort to develop 
nationwide measures of institutional performance which could be 
applied to a wide variety of institutions. It is also likely that, as 
institutional budgets become static o r  grow with far less rapidity, the 
library's claim to funds will increasingly be resisted by many of its 
former supporters, not the least ofwhom will be the faculty. Faced with 
a choice of maintaining the book budget o r  receiving a salary increase, 
most faculty would quickly choose the latter and press that choice upon 
the administration. 
From the foregoing it should be clear that there are serious questions 
about the viability and utility, from the library's point of view, of the use 
of a formula for the allocation of resources, particularly in light of the 
conditions affecting the society and higher education today. Most, if 
not all, formulae were formulated with the expectation of allocating 
the financial proceeds of growth among competing demands, and 
therefore are questionable instruments for dealing with long periods 
of limited o r  no growth. Many institutions whose budgets have 
declined o r  remained static are now caught in a crush between the 
demands of external bodies for adherence to formulae which have 
been "objectively" established, and the need for adjustments required 
by rapidly increasing costs and shrinking or  static student growth rates. 
In some cases the formulae are becoming devices for budget 
preparation only, with the institutions then free to pursue the same 
political processes used in the past to redress imbalances caused by 
economic and social factors. The  formulae to this extent may be 
becoming less deterministic than in the past. 
One of the longest-standing and seemingly widely-accepted uses 
of formulae has been in the allocation of resources from one level of 
government to another. Federal grants to states and state grants to 
county and local governments have long used formulae, frequently 
written into legislation, to control the transfer of funds. The  alternative 
has been various kinds of grants which were the product of some kind 
of executive decision-making process, i.e., "discretionary" grants. 
During the last two decades there has been a significant expansion of 
both discretionary and formula grants. Most programs for federal 
grants to states have been formulae grants, while those given to 
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particular local governments and institutions have been discretionary. 
In librarianship the best-known formula programs have been the 
Library Services and Construction Act and the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act, which have provided funds to the states 
according to formulae written into the acts. The  Higher Education Act 
is an example of a discretionary program, especially grants under Title 
I1 which are awarded to institutions on a discretionary basis by the U.S. 
Office of Education. Neither the amounts of the grants nor the 
institutions to receive grants are automatically determined, but are 
subject to administrative action. Title I grants are apparently allocated 
on a discretionary basis according to eligibility formulae established by 
administrative action. 
The  choice of either formula or  discretionary funding for programs 
~vould appear to be the result of a number of factors including 
constituent preferehce, congressional preference, and relationships 
betkveen administrative, congressional and constituent groups. In 
higher education, ~\.ith a tradition of autonomous institutions, it is not 
surprising that there has been a preference for discretionary funding 
of programs. Given the rise of state-level agencies for coordinating 
higher-education activities, it is predictable that future federal funding 
of higher education will show a preference for  formula-based 
programs which provide funds to the states for further allocation to 
various institutions by an appropriate state-level agency. 
It is equally predictable that professional organizations will continue 
to utilize per capita formulae and formula-like quantitative measures, 
not because of a preference, but because of a lack of acceptable 
alternatives. Most librarians, in individual discussion, are quite quick 
and frank to comment upon the inadequacy of professional standards, 
but are equally quick to recognize that, lacking valid objective 
measures, such standards as have survived some degree of professional 
scrutiny and debate are embraced as the only available alternative. It 
matters little that professionally developed standards have had limited 
acceptance and credibility. Librarians faced withjustifying operational 
decisions about budgets, programs and personnel simply do  not have 
other weapons in their arsenals with which tp wage the battle. 
It can apparently be taken as axiomatic that the future will hold no 
less insistence upon quantification and measurement than does the 
present and recent past. It is also likely that no segment of the 
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profession will be immune from such pressures, although considering 
the large amounts of resources involved, higher education will likely 
continue to feel the brunt of the effort to quantify and measure. 
This being the case, libraries and library schools desperately need a 
strong effort to develop empirically based measures which will have 
some comparability between institutions within a single state and 
between states. The Baumol and Marcus study provides one such 
approach which should be carefully studied.14 Another is represented 
by the recent ALA study of public library measurement.15 The author 
is aware of at least one effort to replicate this study in a university 
library and certainly others should be attempted. 
School librarianship, which thus far has had the best record for 
acceptance of quantitative, professionally developed standards, can 
expect to receive increasing scrutiny and skepticism. Research efforts 
aimed at identifying the salient characteristics of exemplary programs 
will probably not be sufficient to meet the needs of the immediate 
future. Instead we must soon face the heretofore avoided questions: 
What difference does it make whether a school has a librarylmedia 
center? and Does the degree of support of that center make a 
difference in student learning? Research on school media programs 
from a measurement point of view has been almost totally ignored and 
should quickly be undertaken. 
Accreditation standards have long been the ally of professional 
groups seeking acceptance and recognition, but this long-time 
bulwark is showing a new vulnerability to external pressures and to 
local priorities. Governing boards are showing an increased reluctance 
to fund a given activity simply because accreditation standards demand 
it, and are asking instead for justification of the validity of the 
accreditation standards. 
There is no more pressing problem before the profession than the 
development of clear, empirically tested measures of library service 
quality and the application of these measures to the problem of 
resource allocation. It would appear that both the measurers and the 
wolves are at the door and librarians must decide which to admit. 
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